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Key: F

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
F -   133211
C -   x32010
Dm -  xx0231
Bb -  x13331
Gm -  355333
Am -  x02210
C/E - 032xxx
G# -  466544

Intro: F--

Verse 1:
F
Disrespect, that s all 
that you do to me
Bb
So messed up, the way 
that you re treating me
Dm
Brace yourself there s 
something I want you 
   C               Gm  G#-Bb-
to know You should know
  F
Replaceable is one 
way of saying it
      Bb
You ve made your bed 
now you can lay in it
      Dm
Cause one day soon 
I ll  have a brand 
    C       Gm
new you New you



Refrain 1:
           Bb
He s gonna walk like you 
with that same anatomy
Dm
Talk like you except 
he knows how to be
Bb             Dm
Sweet and kind shouldn t 
              C
be so hard to find
Does it make you mad

Chorus:
            Bb
When you re thinking back 
        Dm
to the starting line
          C
Back when I was yours 
    Gm
and you were mine
    Bb
You took me for granted
   Dm                  C  F C/E
So I found a brand new you
    Bb
And when you see me 
 Dm
around this time
       C
Well I hope you see 
         Gm
that I m doing fine
     Bb
It s never been better
      Dm                  C
Cause I found a brand new you
Since I found a brand new you

Verse 2:
F
I know you hate that I m over it
Bb
I don t even miss you a little bit
Dm
I m so glad I found 
            C       Gm
a brand new you New you



Refrain 2:
     Bb
He s gonna walk like you 
with that same anatomy
Dm
Talk like you except 
he s so good to me
Bb
You were blind
   Dm
To think you were 
         C
one of a kind
Does it make you mad

(Repeat Chorus)

Bridge:
Bb Gm                   F  C Bb
      Found a brand new you
     C/E        F
Oh oh    yeaaaah
C Bb               Bb Am Bb C--    
     Found a brand new      you

Verse 3:
F
I know you hate that I m over it
Bb
I don t even miss you a little bit
Dm
I m so glad I found 
            C       Gm Am-Bb-
a brand new you New you

Guitar Solo: Bb--Dm--C--Gm--Bb--Dm--C--

Does it make you mad

(Repeat Chorus)


